





Abstract—In this paper, a new Fuzzy S
method (for type-1 and interval type-2 FSs), w
the Dempster-Shafer Theory (DST) of evid
targets, is investigated.  Fuzzy targets are a
human viewpoints on fuzzy ranking.  Two impo
DST, i.e., the belief and plausibility measures, 
FSs.  The proposed approach is evaluat
benchmark examples.  The use of the belief
measures in fuzzy ranking are discussed and
further analyze the capability of the propo
fulfilling six reasonable fuzzy ordering properti
[9]-[11].   
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I. INTRODUCTION 
Consider  Fuzzy Sets (FSs), denoted as
Fuzzy ranking is a procedure that attempts 
order these  FSs in an ascending or desce
The importance of fuzzy ranking has been 
variety of application domains, e.g., decision
data analysis [3] and risk assessment [4].  Ind
ranking methods [1]-[11], either for Type
Interval Type-2 (IT2) FSs are available.  How
have a method that can always give a satisfa
every situation [5][6]; hence further research i
A search in the recent literature reveals 
fuzzy ranking methods [6]-[9], which 
complicated mathematical principles, have be
an example, an interval and FS compariso
probability and the Dempster-Shafer Theo
proposed in [7].  A probability-based rankin
fuzzy targets [1][6][8] was presented in [6]
approach in [6] is limited to T1FSs.  It a
distinguish the ranking order of T1FSs
conditions [8].  For these reasons, a likelihood
with fuzzy targets was introduced [8].  Wu 
presented a fuzzy ranking method that is base
of IT2FSs [9].  They suggested that an idea
method should comply with six reasonable or
[9]-[11].  However, their method cannot alwa
the properties [9].  Even though the importa
reasonable ordering properties is known, the
not discussed in [6]-[8]. 
In this paper, we propose a new meth
synthesis of DST of evidence with probabilis
[7][12] and fuzzy targets, for ranking T1FSs a
worth mentioning that the work in [7] uses
ranking of two T1FSs.  However, it is no
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t clear how the 
proposed approach can be extended
than two FSs and/or IT2FSs.  Comp
our proposed approach allows more
simultaneously.  Fuzzy targets [1][6
human viewpoints on fuzzy rank
important measures in DST, i.e., 
measures, are used to rank fuzzy
ranking of triangular and trapezoi
proposed approach, examples fro
fulfillment of six reasonable order
the proposed approach is further dis
The rest of the paper is organize
some background information o
presented.  Section III presents a re
with its probabilistic interpretation
new fuzzy ranking method based 
fuzzy targets.  In section V, we p
illustrate our proposed method in T
concluding remarks are presented in
II. BACKGR
A. Definitions 
In this section, some notations r
are defined. 
Definition 1: The -cut of an T1
, where 1, … ,  and 1, . . , .  Note
denote the left and right endpoin
respectively. 
Definition 2: A trapezoidal FS is , , , ;  represents
corresponding Membership Functio
the T1FS of , respectively.  
triangular T1FS. 
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